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Abstract: In recent years, sport governing bodies (SGB) have been the subject of serious questions regarding their governance structures and decision-making processes. SGB that fail to implement regulatory mechanisms and to improve their governance structures and processes risk being confronted with severe ethically sensitive issues outside and inside the fields, which may eventually result in negative publicity and reduced demand (e.g., fans, sponsors) or financial support (e.g., from governments). This study examines selected regulations and practices of North American professional sports leagues in light of good governance principles. By adopting a qualitative research design, we investigate if there is a need for reforms to be employed by the leagues to comply with core dimensions of governance and thus reduce the risk of not being prepared to deal with ethically sensitive issues that may come up. Our critical analysis suggests that essential reforms need to be employed by the leagues to comply with core principles of good governance. In terms of democracy, professional leagues need to recognise stakeholder interests, implement innovative participation mechanisms, and apply diversity and inclusion policies for board composition. On transparency, it is required to publish internal regulations and financial information despite lax regulations on disclosure policies in the United States. Concerning accountability, professional leagues should separate their disciplinary and executive branches to avoid the concentration of power and potential conflict of interest in the relationship between the commissioner and team owners.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, sport governing bodies (SGB) have come under serious questioning regarding their governance structures and decision-making processes. By governance failures, Henry and Lee (2004) mean a lack of coordination among relevant bodies, deficiencies in regulating potentially harmful practices, and a flaw in establishing fair, transparent, and efficient procedures. Sports organisations both on national and international levels face a myriad of risks related to ethically sensitive issues and several organisations have received criticism in the past for their handling of different matters. Professional sports leagues in North America are no exception to this, as their approaches to dealing with ethically sensitive issues such as doping, cheating, concussions, domestic violence, racial discrimination, and homophobia, to name a few, have been criticized by broad sectors inside and outside sports (Shropshire 2004; Gregory 2004; Wolf 2010; Rapp 2012; Augelli and Kuennen 2018; Conklin 2020).

The high level of autonomy of sports organisations, an extremely rule-oriented context, and the increasing commercialisation of sport (e.g., Geeraert 2013; Hillman 2016) have called into question the legitimacy of sports organisations and have led to the development of criteria and indicators of good practice and ethical conduct in the governance of sports...
organisations. The Sport Governance Observer developed by Play the Game in 2013, for example, resulted in clear criteria for desirable behaviour in sport organisations (Alm 2013). Thompson et al. (2022) explain that, as seen by many, improving organisational governance by implementing policies is regarded as central to the performance and effective governance practices of sport organisations.

Professional sports leagues in North America have emerged as entities in which profit maximisation and shareholder supremacy have been the fundamental principles of decision-making. The lack of clarity about the legal nature of North American professional leagues, their self-governance mechanisms and the weight of economic performance as a determining factor in their governance raise a number of ethical concerns that deserve to be studied. While it is true that the business operations of North American professional sports leagues have been a fertile research topic for scholars in the field of economics and management (e.g., Zimbalist 2002; Szymanski 2003; Blair 2011; Leeds et al. 2018), studies on the ethical issues and conflicts of interest arising from this business model in sport are limited (e.g., Willisch 1993; Lentze 1995; McLin 2016). It is precisely this gap that we have found through our research, which highlights the need to examine North American professional sports leagues through the lens of ethical standards and principles of good governance.

In this paper we examine selected regulations and practices of professional sports leagues in North America in light of good governance principles. By adopting a qualitative research design analysing a plethora of secondary sources, we look into issues related to the governance principles democracy, transparency and accountability. In a recent review, Thompson et al. (2022) identified these three principles to be the most frequently discussed criteria in academic discourse (and in the grey literature). Also, Geeraert et al. (2014) state that these three principles constitute central dimensions of good governance. This paper aims to investigate whether leagues must undertake reforms to comply with these core dimensions of governance and thus reduce the risk of being unprepared to deal with ethically sensitive issues that may arise.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, we lay out our theoretical framework on the principles of (good) governance in sport. Then, we present the context of our analysis and describe core features of North American professional sports leagues. The research methods are described next, followed by the results and their discussion. The paper ends with a general conclusion and some practical implications as well as limitations of the study that may invoke further research.

2. Theoretical Framework: Principles of (Good) Governance

Since the late twentieth century, the term ‘governance’ has played a central part in contemporary social science debates (Bruyninckx 2012). The concept of governance is commonly used in the spheres of policymaking, regulation, standards, and the exercise of authority. The Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (1992), known in the U.K. as the Cadbury Committee, defined it as ‘the system by which organisations are directed and controlled’. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) maintain that corporate governance is how investors are assured of a return. Several authors have criticized these approaches for their limited scope and descriptive approach (McNamee and Fleming 2007). McNamee and Fleming’s main concern is that such definitions exclude normative ideals. They claim that it is not only a matter of describing the type of governance but also of thinking of corporate governance as a concept that entails both descriptive and evaluative standards.

Good governance is a term that became popular in the 1990s when the World Bank introduced it as an unavoidable condition for countries requiring financial aid. Providing additional funding was subject to countries following these international financial organisations’ ‘good governance’ recommendations. The OECD (2015) stated that good governance seeks an atmosphere of trust, transparency, and accountability necessary for fostering long-term investment, financial stability, and business integrity, thereby supporting more robust growth and more inclusive societies. It is clear that these concepts are oriented towards a
set of principles and therefore correspond to the normative dimension, which help address what is expected from organisations. Although Geeraert (2018) recognises recent efforts in sports, he concludes that there is still a certain inertia hampering the establishment of better governance in sports organisations. Geeraert credited this inaction to the lack of generally clear frameworks and the unavailability of benchmarking tools for good governance. Chappelet and Mrkonjic (2013) claim that the absence of universal principles in sports is motivated by the fact that sports organisations are rarely identical. Risk analysis needs to be employed by each organisation individually to identify which risks it is exposed to and to assess incidents or actions that may have a negative impact on the organisation (Transparency International 2021). Therefore, the relevance of governance indicators may vary across organisations. Nevertheless, as outlined above, certain principles (namely democracy, transparency and accountability) appear to be more frequently discussed than others (e.g., responsibility, solidarity and integrity) in the debate (Thompson et al. 2022). In the following subsections, the three most frequently used terms that also form the basis of this study are discussed in turn.

2.1. Democracy

Democracy is one of the most protected values of western societies, commonly referred to as the ‘government by the people’, where the power resides in the people and decisions are made by individuals directly or by elected representatives (Mittag and Putzmann 2013). This traditional concept of democracy is hardly strictly applicable to the North American sporting model, which even shows less democratic features as compared to, for example, the European model. Yet it might offer some essential ethical standards to pursue. Democracy is usually associated with governments and the public sphere, while it does not have the same acceptance among private entities. However, scholars have built a case for extending democratic principles into corporate settings (De Jong and Van Witteloostuijn 2004). According to Garrett (1956), democracy has a ringing appeal to Americans because of its political implications, but in a corporate sense, its meaning is restricted. Dahl (2020) maintains that a democratic system consists of designing regulations and principles that determine how the association members should conduct the decision-making process. More concretely, Geeraert (2022) summarises that democracy contains a set of rules that establish (electoral) competition, and collective participation (by affected groups) in decision-making and deliberation (fair and open debates).

2.2. Transparency

Forssbaeck and Oxelheim (2014) defined transparency as the entire disclosure of relevant information in a timely and systematic way, made available for observation and decision-making by stakeholders. They also acknowledge transparency as a connection with openness, clarity, access to information, and communication. Hood (2010) advocates that transparency helps bring corruption situations to the proper authorities’ attention and leads to an open culture that benefits stakeholders. Roberts (2006) attributes the failure of organisations in part to the culture of secrecy and advocates for a culture of transparency. Similarly, Geeraert (2022) refers to McCubbins and Schwartz (1984) and points out that the major benefit of transparency is the decrease in information asymmetries between an organisation and its stakeholders; the availability of information indeed allows stakeholders (and others) to detect (the potential of) wrongdoings.

2.3. Accountability

While transparency refers to business conduct in a manner that makes decisions, regulations, and policies visible from the outside, (internal) accountability denotes the obligation of an individual or organisation to respond internally to how they have conducted their affairs (Hood 2010). According to Bovens (2007), accountability implies a social relationship between an actor and a forum. The actor is obligated to explain and defend a behaviour, and the forum may question such conduct. As a result of this relationship, the actor might
face some sanctions in case of negative judgement. Bovens makes particular reference to the impact of accountability in preventing excessive concentration of power in organisations. According to Geeraert (2022) accountability consists of (a) a clear separation of powers (executive, judicial, and supervisory) and (b) an internal system to monitor decision-makers’ compliance with rules. These two components together help deter undesired behaviour by increasing the likelihood of negative consequences (ebd.). The idea of a separation of powers, consequently, it is an excellent basis upon which to analyse the possible concentration of disciplinary, political, and executive power and potential conflicts of interest that are not being well-addressed in North American professional sports leagues.

3. Logic and Structure of North American Professional Sports Leagues

Professional sports leagues in North America emerged as entities in the spirit of the greatest boom of capitalism and an expansion of corporate culture in the first half of the 20th century (Kristol 1975), with profit maximisation and shareholdership being the overriding principles (Fort 2000; Andreff and Staudohar 2002). American professional leagues are considered exemplary organisations, usually supported by arguments like successful fan engagement, a high economic return, good sporting performance, and organisation longevity. Jozsa (2010) argues that despite issues such as player strikes, integrity concerns, and external problems such as economic recessions and armed conflicts, clubs within these professional leagues have remained operational as profitable businesses and an essential element of American culture and history.

The business operations of North American professional sports leagues have been a fertile research subject for scholars in the field of economics and management for more than thirty years due to their unique governance structures and sound financial performance (Jozsa 2010). However, scholarship about ethical problems and conflicts of interest that arise from this corporate system in sport is limited. Therefore, it is pertinent to question whether the governance of these professional leagues has been examined through the lens of ethical standards and principles of good governance.

One of the main obstacles when analysing the organisational structure of North American professional sports leagues is the lack of clarity regarding the entity’s classification (league corporations, partnerships, or associations). One of the significant consensuses is that their organisational structures are problematic, to say the least (Davis 2018). Grossman (2014) finds a problem in the fact that although the components of the structural organisation are known, its legal classification as an entity is not. Organisational forms define the rights and duties of the member team owners, management and stakeholders.

According to Conrad (2009), professional leagues were created as a self-governance mechanism for a group of competitive teams, which have an organisational structure for decision-making focused on players and owner discipline, financial management, and expansion and relocation of league clubs. These last two elements have been intimately related to the league management’s economic dimension and, therefore, have had the most weight in determining their governance structures. In this respect, Lentze (1995) concludes that sources of revenue and cost have played an essential part in defining the organisational structure of professional leagues.

The MLB, the NHL, the NFL, and the NBA are established as unincorporated associations that consist of their respective member clubs. According to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) from the US, an unincorporated association is “an association of two or more persons formed for some religious, educational, charitable, social or other non-commercial purposes”. The four leagues clearly state in their founding documents that they are non-profit organisations. For most scholars of law, an unincorporated association is not a legal entity and therefore does not have limited liability, but its members do. Members may vary from time to time, and they agree on their organisation and common purposes by utilising a written constitution. Committees chosen by the members usually manage their matters. This legal approach helps understand the decision-making process of professional league members since the member clubs share revenues. Notwithstanding, each franchise
belongs to separate owners or corporations with distinct incomes, assets, and market values from those of other member clubs (Flynn and Gilbert 2001).

Unlike other national sports organisations, such as national Olympic committees (NOCs) and national sports federations, the unincorporated condition of professional sports leagues makes the need to be accountable towards society less obvious. For example, while it is correct to assert that incorporated non-profit organisations such as the United States Olympic and Paralympic Committee (USOPC) are not agencies of the United States (US) government, there are instances where the line between the private and government sectors is, at best, blurry (Congressional Research Service 2011). It is possible to argue that, at least in some cases, the private character of these corporations is reasonably in question. The fact that USOPC’s recognition as the governing body of sports in the US comes from Congress is a testament to the public’s interest in these organisations. This is not the case for professional leagues and makes a difference when analysing their structure and governance.

Longley (2013) highlights the closed nature of North American sports league governance, since their club members keep strict control over all facets of the game, without any external organisation regulating the game. Technically, leagues are private enterprises and the relationship between franchise members is contractual and not of public interest (Grossman 2014). In short, they are self-governed private entities protected by exceptions to antitrust laws. New members are only acknowledged with the approval of other team owners, and franchisees are protected from competition with territorial rights over attractive cities. The author expands by arguing that the lack of competition allows leagues to explicitly select an arbitrary structure and implement policies that maximise revenues. Thus, North American professional sports leagues differ in many aspects from sports leagues in other parts of the world. Van Bottenburg (2011) lists different reasons why professional sports leagues in the US developed differently to, for example, European ones that are largely driven by an association mindset. According to the author, leagues in the US developed in relative geographic and cultural isolation from processes of organisation, regulation, and standardisation in Europe, what led to ‘far more room for all kinds of commercial initiatives to establish closed professional leagues under profit-oriented managerial control’. As a consequence, as discussed below, North American professional sports leagues also have a different approach to dealing with stakeholder interests and representation.

Apart from the fact that North American professional leagues are a monopoly in practice, it is appropriate to analyse the owners’ interests. Leagues are composed of a group of individual owners but collectively also own the league as a whole. It means that they play a double role: they pursue the maximisation of profits for individual teams and manage the entire league in the owners’ best interest. According to Longley (2013), the latter role implies making the most crucial decisions for the league’s success. They include potential expansions, relocations, salary policies, and revenue sharing. In McLin’s (2016) view, this double role results in what he calls a ‘collective action problem’: self-interested owners would focus on actions that benefit their own club rather than the league and other stakeholders at large. As a consequence, due to the requirement of a supermajority vote of the owners, this may prevent the implementation of more efficient policies by the commissioners. Furthermore, this constellation may also easily impede innovation and the adoption of reforms to address issues such as a lack of transparency or accountability, if these are not congruent with the (economic) interest of all individual owners.
With greater or lesser similarities in their regulations, some authors support the idea that the four professional leagues share most of the principles. For example, McLin (2016) stresses that each of the four major professional sports leagues have an extraordinarily similar governance structure reflected in their respective constitutions. In general, they show a peculiar mix of corporate principles and particularities that address the nature of sporting organisations. The above-described landscape is the basis for arguing that professional leagues take the best of each model to guarantee profits while avoiding regulations from the business sector and societal demands to sport organisations. Therefore, it leads to severe problems of ethics and integrity concerning society and internal functioning.

4. Research Methods

This qualitative research focuses on the social sphere, whose methodological orientation is documentary in nature. This type of research responds to a systematic search, analysis, and synthesis of information from secondary sources. It refers to an exhaustive examination of documents that contain relevant and systematic information on the phenomenon explored (Bailey 1994). The procedure involved three fundamental steps: (1) Extensive document search: a keyword-based search with words such as ‘governance’, ‘sports governance’, ‘corporate governance’, and ‘principles of governance’ paired with keywords related to North American professional sports leagues resulted in a plethora of data that entered the analysis, thus ensuring data triangulation. A multitude of word combinations allowed us to assess previous research in this area and identify gaps in the literature. Furthermore, through desk research, we identified discursive heights of attention (e.g., scandals, important events or decisions) that also served as key terms (Hajer 1997). This collection of data was dynamic in the sense that new keywords could arise as a result of our directed search until theoretic saturation was attained (Strauss and Corbin 1990). (2) Organisation of the data: we organised and grouped the data in a deductive way based on the three (good) governance principles under consideration. (3) Critical analysis and synthesis of the data: the exhaustive reading technique involved identifying primary and secondary themes related to the three principles, which allowed the understanding and interpretation of the ideas expressed in the text. It involved going deeper by consulting various authors and sources and making evident the remaining ideas that were overlapping. Investigator triangulation in the form of intersubjective verifiability was addressed through regular meetings between research team members during which agreement on the interpretation of the data was reached (Guest et al. 2012). Finally, we synthesised the data to construct a coherent pattern. Figure 1 shows the final coding tree with our three main principles under consideration as well as the different main themes that were identified in the data. The themes written in italics were not included in the analysis for research economic reasons (see information in the limitations section at the end of the paper).

We acknowledge that the chosen methodological procedure impacts the results and findings of the research. Piggin et al. (2009, p. 91) point out that, in line with Foucauldian theorization, it is acknowledged that controlling and examining all ‘data’ on a given subject is not possible. As a consequence, an important assumption underlying our study is that the entire amount of information on the topic could never be covered. Rather, the chosen documents and examples represent focal points in a debate. It is also worth noting that the research process was partially constrained by the lack of relevant information on the leagues’ internal regulations. The lack of publicity of constitutions and bylaws on the official websites of North American professional sports leagues, beyond being a constraint, reveals the problem of transparency suffered by the governance of these organisations. This governance flaw will be discussed in Section 5.2 in particular.
Figure 1. Final coding tree showing the three principles and themes that emerged from the data.

5. Results and Discussion

In the following sections, we present to what extent the described structures and regulations are compatible with the good governance principles of democracy, transparency, and accountability. We illustrate deficiencies in each dimension drawn from different examples. Regarding democracy, we look into the mechanisms employed by the leagues towards stakeholder representation and participation. Regarding transparency, the availability of information with a concrete focus on the publicity of constitutions, bylaws, and internal regulations is critically investigated. Finally, regarding accountability, we assess the role of the leagues’ commissioners and their powerful position within the structures.

5.1. Democracy: Representation and Participation Mechanisms

Despite an evolution of corporate responsibility (Crane et al. 2019) and considering some stakeholder rights in North America, the current corporate model is still determined mainly by decisions exclusively made by shareholders and management. Jackson (2011) asserts that most groups and individuals impacted by the conduct of American companies have no voice in their governance structures. Sports organisations have been no strangers to these concerns about athletes and stakeholders’ lack of influence in decision-making bodies. Geeraert et al. (2014) claim that sports organisations’ stakeholders have been excluded from policy processes pivotal to the regulations that govern their activities.

This phenomenon is clearly observable in North American professional sports leagues. The original wording in their constitutions state that they represent an agreement between their constituent parties (team owners). Therefore, they are governed by the rules of contract law (Davis 2018). In the framework of liberal democracy, in which contractual relations are protected from the intervention of third parties, the involvement of agents outside the traditional governance of these leagues, such as employees and fans, is infrequent, not to say non-existent.
After an exhaustive review of constitutions, bylaws and internal regulations of professional sports leagues in North America, there were no indications of any formal representation of stakeholders in their governance structures other than the team owners. Even less observed were any mechanisms of active participation by players, coaches, referees, or spectators in governance choices. Based on the analysis of all these powers being attributed to the commissioner and the board, it can be concluded that the constitutions of these leagues correspond to a governance system typical of shareholder supremacy.

The shareholder approach is traditionally understood as one that mainly considers profit maximisation favouring stockholders. It defines the primary duty of a company’s management bodies as the maximisation of shareholder capital (Friedman 1962). Velasco (2010) argues that because shareholders are ‘owners’ of the company, it must be governed in the owners’ best interest, which precludes the participation of other organisation members in the decision-making process. These principles of the American business culture have been observed in some way in professional sports leagues. Most of their governance decisions are made based on profit-maximisation approaches, and owners and commissioners dictate governance entirely.

The shareholder approach has been an object of broad criticism for its promotion of unethical conduct since it applies the rights claim of shareholders to excuse failure to consider the rights of other groups. In addition, the growing and sustained power of corporations has opened the discussion about the decision-making process within these private entities. Sports leagues have been no exception due to the particular interest of a large portion of society, public investment to build sports facilities, and the effects that governance may have on critical agents such as athletes, coaches, referees, spectators, and society as a whole. These concerns about the decision-making process mainly raise challenges in the participation of those affected stakeholders and the absence of democratic practices.

To further illustrate our argument, we provide a selected example from baseball to illustrate a lack of mechanisms for stakeholder representation and participation, such as is the case of Latin-American players in MLB. Disadvantaged youths and families from the Dominican Republic, Venezuela, or Mexico, for instance, often see North American baseball as a way to escape poverty. Since the US government has no international jurisdiction, MLB scouts operate with almost complete freedom to recruit Latin American players at a very young age, even before they finish high school (Marcano and Fidler 1999). Because Latin American baseball players are not covered by the regulated draft system of North American athletes, the scouting system takes advantage of the rampant poverty that reigns in these countries. As an MLB team representative, a scout with the power to sign baseball prospects has huge leverage over vulnerable families from poverty-stricken countries (Regalado 1998). Marcano and Fidler (1999) add that these facts lead Latino prospects to be typically eager to accept any conditions an MLB scout puts in front of them while receiving any of the signing incentives that US baseball prospects receive. Fierce competition among scouts in an unregulated environment has also led to the signing of younger and younger prospects, without offering any incentive to complete their formal education. It undoubtedly represents a significant impact on the educational development of these young people and is a determining factor in the functioning of the local leagues in these countries. It denotes that the promise of millionaire contracts in North America has encouraged corrupt methods by scouts seeking to take advantage of the region’s juvenile talent. Rosentraub (2000) affirms that ethical implications raised by MLB’s foreign activities validate that several constituencies are affected and proposes that a shared model of decision-making might be more suitable for representing different stakeholder interests.

The mentioned example clearly demonstrates that under the current scenario, the leagues risk not adequately taking into account the interests of stakeholders that are crucial to the leagues’ continuing success. To avoid this, a risk management-based recommendation would be to implement changes in the representation and participation of these stakeholders. The intellectual reference point of most demands for further democratic prac-
tices in corporations is stakeholder theory, which contradicts shareholder theory. According to Blount (2015), the rationale for stakeholder theory lies in the fact that organisations have several constituent entities, which have an influence on or are influenced by the practices and decisions that take place within the business. Therefore, their interest must be considered for the successful governance of these organisations through specific mechanisms of representation and participation.

Beyond recognising these interests, the real problem at hand is whether stakeholders would have a place at the decision-making table and, in particular, if their interests should be treated equally or similarly to those of shareholders. Greenfield (1997) defends the equal right of stakeholders, arguing that shareholders invest their economic resources with confidence that managers can use the company’s productive capabilities to secure and increase profitable returns. Similarly, workers attend work because they believe that managers can organise their job skills in such a way as to make them more productive and guarantee them appropriate compensation. Like stockholders, employees depend on the care, performance, and ethics of managers. This approach, applied to professional leagues, would equalise the interests of crucial stakeholders such as players, coaches, and referees with those of team owners. The former consider that their physical and intellectual skills are productive only within the framework of the league, and their interests must be protected by management bodies, in the same way as the owners, who invest their money for profit-making. Equal rights when participating in governance decision-making would imply for professional leagues that crucial stakeholders also sit on boards, as the current representation methods do not meet the current needs of these stakeholders.

It is undeniable that the bargaining power of players has increased in parallel with the strengthening of players’ associations, which in practice operate as labour unions. However, they are not considered part of the leagues’ governance structure, as is the case with the vast majority of companies in North America. On this matter, Davis (2018) has called to differentiate interests as employees from interests as stakeholders, appealing to the representation failures seen in the NBA and the role of the National Basketball Players Association (NBPA). In response to the Anglo-American shareholder primacy norm, proposals for alternative mechanisms of participation and representation have already been made in corporate governance and to a lesser extent in the governance of sports organisations. For instance, Jackson et al. (2004) refer to the case of the German codetermination model, in which employee participation is institutionalised at the level of boards and work councils. It means giving one or more employee representatives a formal position at the boardroom table to constitute a balance of power vis-à-vis the shareholders regarding appointing managers. Under this scheme, if applied to the professional leagues, one or more representatives of the stakeholders, whether players, coaches or referees, may have a say in the selection of the commissioner, or perhaps the power to appoint committees for a specific purpose, provided that their interests are affected.

The most evident obstacle to achieving such participation is that none of the constitutions and bylaws of the four professional leagues contemplates this; in fact, the NBA’s constitution expressly prohibits the inclusion of players on the board of governors. Stakeholder recognition would be the first step for leagues toward achieving better governance in terms of democracy. After such recognition, mechanisms of representation and participation of these groups in league governance should be implemented. In this regard, it is suggested that these foundational documents must be modified, not only to allow the representation of stakeholders (coaches, players, referees, and fans) but also to promote it. Without modification, the recognition of the voice and vote of stakeholders regarding concrete aspects of governance would not be easy. It implies that MLB, NHL, NFL, and NBA stakeholders’ groups have a voice on their decision-making boards. The amendment of the constitution could aim at allowing stakeholders to be (better-)represented in decision-making processes, for example when ethical issues such as doping or match-fixing are addressed by rule changes, league investments, or governance mechanisms. While it is
true that this would not substantially affect the balance of power immediately, it is the first step towards more democratic and inclusive practices.

5.2. Transparency: Publicity of Constitutions, Bylaws, and Internal Regulations

Concerning the availability of information, the discussion is focused on critical elements of the governance of both a sports organisation and conventional companies: publicity of constitutions, bylaws, and internal regulations. Publication of internal regulations can give stakeholders and society as a whole an idea of how leagues operate. Decision-making bodies can affect the professional dimensions and personal aspects of players, coaches, referees, and fans. The public domain of these foundational rules can give an idea of the leagues’ commitment to establishing clear rules for their operation and provide some certainty to those involved.

In the research process, access to internal regulations of the four professional leagues in North America, without exception, has been minimal. Even their most essential documents, their constitutions and bylaws, are not available to the public. Therefore, there was a need to conduct an exhaustive search of digital repositories of legal documents. For instance, for this research, the NBA and MLB’s constitutions were found in DocumentCloud, a platform that grants independent users access to primary source documents. This platform is part of the MuckRock Foundation, a non-profit organisation dedicated to promoting trust and transparency in organisations of distinct nature by publishing source documents on the open web.

The MLB’s constitution has been treated as an internal and secret text, which officially forms part of another document called The Official Professional Baseball Rules Book. However, when trying to access this rulebook, downloaded from MLB’s official website, it is not possible to find the section that refers to the governance structure of MLB. The NHL’s constitution is also not a document published by the league on its official website. The first reports that it had been released to the public domain were made in 2009 when a legal dispute over control of a member club forced the league to include its own constitution as part of the case and consequently made it publicly available (McGran 2009). This lends credence to the culture of secrecy that professional league constitutions typically possess and how it hinders the process of assessing their governance system. In the case of the NBA, reports indicate that the constitution was published in 2014 due to a scandal over racist comments made by one of the team owners. In order to apply the appropriate sanctions, the NBA commissioner decided to disclose the contents of the league’s constitution. According to Flynn (2014), this constituted an unprecedented display of transparency from the NBA. As with the previous leagues, it was not evident during this research that the NFL’s constitution and bylaws were available on any official web portals belonging to the league.

Compliance with the principle of transparency is often regulated by some legal systems, such as in European Union member states, where companies must disclose information on how they operate. However, this is not a widespread practice among companies in the US. According to the US Internal Revenue Service (2021), the office that administers and enforces federal tax regulations, bylaws are an organisation’s internal operating rule. From the legal perspective of the US institutions, this definition indicates that companies are not obliged to publish their bylaws because of their internal nature.

Strict adherence to the law is often an argument for establishing the limits of human and organisational behaviour. However, are legal provisions sufficient in determining best practices? Crane et al. (2019) maintain that the law might be understood as the minimum acceptable standards of conduct, but it does not explicitly cover every possible ethical issue in business. For those business issues that regulations cannot cover since they involve values in conflict, business ethics may offer some guidance to put in place good practices. Disclosure of internal corporate affairs could well fall into this grey area, as US regulations do not require companies to publish their internal regulations.

Professional sports leagues in North America are of interest to fans acting as consumers. Their management also impacts the welfare of employees (players, coaches, referees), and
public funding has been part of the development of North American sport. Given this, it is suggested that these leagues voluntarily provide details of their internal workings to benefit the game and their stakeholders. Remarkably, the four professional leagues have maintained a culture of secrecy about foundational documents that explain operations, organisational structures, and internal decision-making processes that impact internal and external actors. Much of the game’s reputation rests on fans’ knowledge about how the leagues work. If there are suspicions of, for instance, doping, cheating, and threats to the integrity of athletes, it seems fair to communicate how decisions are made and who was involved.

Silver (2005, p. 16) maintains that stakeholders demand that organisations implement transparency not only ‘in the numbers they release but also in how they are run’. Schnackenberg and Tomlinson (2016) see transparency as a necessity not only from a normative perspective but also relating to pragmatic aspects of business, such as efficiency and gaining the trust of stakeholders. A culture of secrecy, therefore, runs the risk of damaging the reputation of the sports organisation among its main stakeholders and the gaining of public trust and support. Based on the above analysis, concerning the culture of secrecy surrounding the leagues’ internal regulations, it would be interesting to know if the leagues see commercial risks involved in publishing their internal regulations. If such risks do not exist, it is suggested that they dedicate a section of their websites to the publication of their constitutions, bylaws, and policies. It would create an environment of transparency where players, coaches, and spectators understand the protocols for response to specific problems by league authorities. It would help to provide a feeling that the organisation is determined to ensure that similar incidents will be addressed transparently and according to rules (e.g., addressing doping cases in the best interest of the fans and the health of the athletes, preventing cheating where the cheater is correctly sanctioned without any interests at stake, among others).

5.3. Accountability: Separation of Powers

The discussion centres around the first of the two components of accountability mentioned above: the separation of powers. It seeks to reflect on how the league structures respond to the principle of the separation of powers in light of the many powers that the commissioners have within the leagues, emphasising disciplinary attributions. The approach to the review of the separation of powers in professional leagues is based on constitutions and bylaws, as they set out the original powers of commissioners, boards, and committees. The constitutions confer the power to govern North American professional sports leagues upon the commissioner’s office. According to Lentze (1995), the creation of this super-powerful authority in 1920 obeyed the personal interests of the members, the ineffective MLB structure, and the ‘Chicago Black Sox’ scandal, which severely damaged the public confidence in the game and the league. To restore public faith in the integrity of the game, the owners replaced the commission with a single commissioner. Since then, any individual involved in the league is subject to the commissioner’s jurisdiction, bound by his/her decisions, with very discreet alternative instances of appeal and little power. The commissioner position was replicated from MLB to the other leagues with no significant changes.

Lentze (1995) states that commissioners retain disciplinary power, dispute resolution, and executive authority, for example appointing other officers and committees. According to Conrad (2009), league constitutions provide the commissioner’s extraordinary power to the extent that they can be judge, jury, and appeals court in a given disciplinary case. The constitutions secure a large number of powers for the commissioner and ensure that she/he remains in office for long periods. On average, each commissioner has been in office for fifteen years (McLin 2016).

Over the last few years, professional leagues have been an object of criticism due to how some disciplinary procedures have been handled. For instance, in Milwaukee American Ass’n v. Commissioner Landis, the court interpreted that it is deductible from the
MLB’s constitution and collective bargaining agreement that the owners intend to grant the commissioner all the attributes of a ‘benevolent but absolute despot’ (Willisch 1993). The NFL’s commissioner does not only have the authority to discipline players for misconduct but also the capacity to review player appeals for penalties he or she imposed by appointing him- or herself over such grievances (Einhorn 2016). It means that commissioner decisions are final and non-appealable. For instance, NFL domestic violence policy infringements and cases of cheating such as ‘The Deflategate’ have been under the exclusive supervision of the commissioner’s office. As a result, they affect not only the integrity of the game but also the reputation of the league. Einhorn adds that these incidents have called the ability of the NFL commissioner into question, not only because of their individual capacities but also because of the absence of a fair appeals body composed of impartial arbitrators. According to Mondelli (2017), the NFL commissioner seems to impose a despotic government upon all other league members.

Because the team owners are also proprietors of the league as a whole, they appoint a figure who must not only defend their joint interests but also act in ‘the best interests of the game’. It is an expression that appears not infrequently in the constitutions of these leagues. Durney (1992) suggests that professional leagues’ primary disciplinary standard is ‘the best interest of the game’ clause, which is functional in supporting any decision from the commissioner’s office. The lack of clarity regarding the authority of ‘best interest’ offers a great deal of discretionary power to the commissioner, which has been used to extend the role’s powers and enforce excessive sanctions. The best interest of the game, integrity, and fairness have been motives for owners and commissioners to defend the almost absolute powers of the latter. Commissioners often turned to their ‘best interests’ powers to discipline players or another staff member within the leagues. Traditional experts in the field have often advocated for the benefits of this case. However, considering that much of the literature regarding professional league commissioners is from the 20th century, it is necessary to examine whether the ‘best interest of the game’ strategy is not contrary to contemporary principles of good governance in sport and therefore involves several risks.

For many years, professional players’ unions have negotiated collective agreements with professional leagues. One of the historical demands has been disciplinary proceedings being intervened in by external arbitration to guarantee stakeholders’ rights. During the first 50 years of MLB, the commissioner’s authority over all league discipline remained supreme. In 1970, the Major League Baseball Players Association (MLBPA) installed independent grievance arbitration into baseball’s collective bargaining agreement. They were reluctant to accept the idea that the commissioner, appointed and paid by the franchise owners, was an unbiased decision-maker in disputes where such owners were involved (Zimbalist 2007). This demand will eventually also be heard in the NBA and NHL. On the other hand, the NFL continues to give its commissioner absolute powers in these proceedings. Despite significant progress through collective bargaining agreements negotiated by players’ associations, concerns persist in the world of professional leagues regarding the independence of decision-makers in disciplinary processes. A disciplinary process should consider the rights of all parties involved. So far, our analysis suggests that this has not been the guiding criterion applied by the leagues to handle disciplinary issues. As stated before, commissioners respond to the interests of the game and the owners’ interests as they are subject to removal by the relevant board.

Geeraert (2013) suggests that a sound system of checks and balances in professional sports would imply separating disciplinary powers from those with executive responsibilities. In the context of North American professional sports leagues, it means that the current commissioner’s powers should be divided among several individuals or bodies. A first step in establishing a system of checks and balances in professional leagues is to stop using integrity as an explanation for arbitrariness. The vital function of the commissioner in protecting the integrity of the game has already been discussed. However, when we look at the nature of its second function, which is to protect the business interests of team owners, it can be even more problematic. This second responsibility raises a potential conflict of
interest within the agency relationship between the owners and the commissioner. As the CEO of the league and owners’ employee, the commissioner is responsible for safeguarding the principals’ significant investments in the league (Willisch 1993). This mission mainly maintains labour harmony between teams and players, engages fans, and guarantees terrific television revenues. In regular companies, corporate functions would be performed by or under the mandate of the board of directors. By contrast, no further delegation of power is necessary according to professional leagues’ constitutions. While a board of directors oversees the actions of their CEO, the league’s owners do not oversee the actions of their commissioner (McLin 2016). If that is not enough leverage, the commissioner also has the authority to sanction owners for any misconduct. This would mean that a CEO can sanction board members. This ability to sanction league members derives from the best interest of the game clauses and conflicts with their role of defending the owners’ best interests. The employee–employer relationship does not allow the commissioner to exercise these powers freely. Any decision that goes against the interests of a group of owners could mean his/her removal from office.

Many decision-making processes in professional leagues imply the sole discretion of the commissioner. From the perspective of business ethics and good governance principles in sports, such concentration of power in the commissioner and conflicting interests involved in an agency relationship do not correspond to good practices in the business world nor sports organisations. Adopting an alternative structure with elements of the corporate culture and satisfying demands from the sports industry would mitigate some of the negative consequences of the current model.

In addition to the apparent governance problems arising from the current conception of the commissioner and his or her relationship with other governing bodies of the professional leagues, some scholars in the field have proposed alternative structures to the existing one (Willisch 1993; Lentze 1995). Given the particularities of professional sports and their corporate nature, it would seem appropriate to implement a hybrid system that addresses various interests, one that is fair to the various stakeholders and improves the business efficiency of these leagues. As already proposed, the need to separate the executive arm from the disciplinary arm is paramount. The hybrid model suggested by these authors involves a CEO taking full ownership of corporate decisions and preserving team proprietors’ interests. It also contemplates the commissioner’s role in the hands of a different individual, who protects the integrity of the game with no concerns about independence from the owners. For a clear understanding of this separation of roles, Willisch (1993) distinguishes between the ‘best Interest of the game’ and ‘the best economic interest’. For the former, it is appropriate to rethink the source of the commissioner’s power. Protecting the game requires absolute independence from economic factors and not the mere declaration of autonomy and moral status of the commissioner. For the latter, taking the fundamentals of the CEO position seems suitable for continuing to manage the economic side of the leagues.

Although most of the criticism of power concentration may come from the governance view of sport governing organisations, calls for deconcentrating power within the corporate culture are becoming more prevalent. If professional sports leagues in North America intend to implement best practices as a sporting organisation but also as a company in the following years, then they should undoubtedly consider separating their executive arm from the disciplinary arm as a first step. While it is true that the professional leagues have not suffered from outside intervention by the courts, the adoption of these measures will help these leagues remain autonomous. At the same time, it will improve their accountability practices, which is a growing demand in the US for private entities and sports organisations worldwide.

6. Conclusions and Implications

By linking (good) governance to rational choice theory, Geeraert (2022) holds that organisations that fail to implement some form of transparency, accountability, and democ-
racy run the risk that unconstrained self-interest and limited access to information will lead to governance failures in organisations. Our critical analysis identified several areas in which North American professional sports leagues may be exposed to such a risk. It can be concluded that changes in the governance structure of North American professional sports leagues have been essentially determined by economic motivations, in part to preserve monopoly power. As a result, it has been conducive to an utterly self-governed system with predominantly corporate features and some characteristics typical of sports organisations. The analysis involved making visible concrete aspects of organisational structures and practices of the leagues, examining them in terms of selected principles of (good) governance. Based on our analysis, we can identify some risk management-related recommendations for each of the three principles analysed.

In terms of democracy, professional leagues have not recognised stakeholder interests in decision-making processes, despite clear evidence that their policies affect interests beyond those of the team owners. For this reason, it is suggested to promote reforms to those constitutions and bylaws whose spirit is that of the early twentieth century when the leagues were founded. It implies transcending shareholder supremacy and ensuring that representatives of these stakeholders (players, coaches, referees, among others) have a position on decision-making boards to avoid the risk of continued discomfort among affected groups. Furthermore, it would contribute to meeting social demands for stakeholder participation and representation towards companies and sports organisations, which would positively impact the leagues’ reputation and establish confident perceptions of their work culture.

In terms of transparency, the research process itself revealed the culture of secrecy surrounding the governance of the four professional leagues. Specifically, one of the findings was that their internal regulations, such as constitutions and bylaws, policies and disciplinary measures are not in the public domain. Lax regulation in the US is often an excuse for companies not to disclose their internal information, but it has been shown that the laws are only minimum acceptable standards of conduct. In this regard, both good governance principles and business ethics can guide the implementation of good practices. Given the interests of employees and the social interest in sport, leagues should contemplate the business risks of publishing their constitutions, bylaws, policies, and procedures on their websites. Without jeopardising the commercial operations of the league, making this information available to stakeholders would help create an environment of transparency and certainty on integrity matters specific to sports and business affairs.

In terms of accountability, the salient aspect was the primacy of the commissioner’s role in the governance of the leagues. This, in turn, raised ethical concerns involving the high concentration of power in this figure and an evident conflict of interest due to the atypical commissioner–team owners’ relationship. Thus, a first approach to solving this problem would be the separation of disciplinary and executive powers to avoid the risk of potential conflicts of interest. While the commissioner watches over the integrity of the game, a CEO could govern the league in business matters. In this way, the best interests of the game would be separated from the best economic interests of the owners, which are not always aligned. It would address concerns arising from lack of independence when resolving disputes or applying disciplinary measures and contribute to better-addressing business challenges.

7. Limitations and Directions for Future Research

We have based our analysis on concrete examples of detected shortcomings in each of the three principles. It is important to note though, that these examples are only part of a longer list of shortcomings in each of the three areas. In our analysis, we came across a couple of other cases that would be worth investigating further (see Figure 1), yet the scope of the article and length restrictions did not allow us to address these in detail. These cases include a lack of a diversity and inclusion in board compositions (democracy). In terms of gender, for instance, after more than one hundred years since the first of these
professional leagues was founded, all the commissioners who have held office have been white men. Furthermore, none of the thirteen MLB franchise owners (Baseball Reference 2020) and none of the thirty-one team representatives on the NHL Board of Governors are women (NHL 2021). Racial underrepresentation is even more eye-catching as the significant percentage of players, coaches, and referees of Latin and African American origin in the MLB, NFL, and NBA is not reflected at all in the composition of team owners. Furthermore, regarding transparency, we identified a complete lack of disclosure of financial statements. Even though professional leagues are not public companies, we would argue that the disclosure of such companies may well be implemented for the sake of good governance. In terms of accountability, we would like to highlight a lack of management supervision and potential conflicts due to the agency relationship between the owners and the commissioner. Given these examples, we believe that further research should explore these issues as well as others to increase awareness.

More generally, one significant limitation is that we conducted our analysis only on the basis of publicly available information. As Thompson et al. (2022) point out, such a procedure skews findings in favour of organisations that are more externally transparent. Furthermore, the design of our study does not provide an internal perspective looking into how the leagues internally deal with the mentioned issues. According to Thompson et al. (2022) and Pielke et al. (2019), this is a common shortcoming of most research on governance principles in organisations. Our contribution can thus only be a first step in exploring these fields. Therefore, we echo these authors’ suggestion of conducting empirical studies that adopt more sophisticated qualitative (e.g., observations, interviews) or quantitative (e.g., questionnaires) methods to obtain direct internal data from organisations.
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